fmfirst® PLACE mobile
and fmfirst® PLACE Lite
mobile
PLACE collections made simple
PLACE (Patient Led Assessment of the Care
Environment) assessments have now replaced
the former Patient Environment Action Team
(PEAT) inspections as the new system for
assessing the quality of the patient environment.
PLACE focuses entirely on the patient care
environment in a move that gives patients the
opportunity to take a central role in driving the
health services they receive at a local level.
fmfirst® PLACE mobile data collection tool
In order to achieve a more comprehensive
assessment of an organisations facilities, PLACE
now covers a greater number of assessment
criteria. Assessments include areas such as:
cleanliness; safety and privacy; dignity and wellbeing; food and general building maintenance.
This increased data collection is up to ten times
the size of PEAT and as a consequence, trusts
will see a significant increase in workload.

Benefit from:
- Live data entry at assessment site
- One point data entry for greater efficiency
- Reduced data input duplication and error
- Year-round inspections with PLACE Lite mobile
- ISO 9001:2013 development and ISO27001 data
security
Paper-less technology
- Reduce the need for paper records
- Security is enhanced and all data is accessed and
stored centrally
Drop down menu data selection
- Accurate, efficient form completion
- Standardised responses mean easier crossreferencing plus greater reporting accuracy

fmfirst® PLACE mobile has been designed to
mirror your site specific score card criteria. All
sites will be issued with a secure, site specific
log-on to enable data access at any location.
fmfirst® PLACE mobile is compatible
with all mobile and tablet device formats. Each
site can access its own unique data set,
download appropriate scorecards and enter
outcomes directly while at the assessment
location. Data can be saved on the mobile
device at any point and uploaded to the main
application upon completion.
fmfirst® PLACE mobile has been developed to
speed up the PLACE collection process with an
emphasis on fast and efficient data collection
without compromising on accuracy.

Functionality can be used with or without a
wireless connection. fmfirst® PLACE mobile
offers full flexibility of access across all site
locations.
fmfirst® PLACE Lite mobile - enjoy the benefits
of PLACE mobile - all year round...! Choose
where, when and what to inspect - actively
measure the effectiveness of action plans and
remedial actions compared against your
previous PLACE collection results. By focusing on
areas of concern, trusts can carry out year-round
`mini’ assessments to measure improvements,
focus resources and demonstrate standards
compliance.
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